Specialty Products
ROSS AVA Dual Safe Deposit Lock

ROSS Mortice Lock

Product Overview

Product Overview

The ROSS AVA Dual Safe Deposit Lock is a generic
Australian made version of the AVA Safe Deposit
Lock that is sold throughout the world.
Guardian/Renter key needs can be supplied on
request and pre-cut keys, keyblanks and lock
component stock may be purchased from us as well.

The ROSS Mortice Lock is a generic Australian
made mortice lock that has been developed
primarily to suit deployment with the 3rd party
electronic access control system solutions. The bolt is
reversible in the field and the lock is completely
constructed from high quality stainless steel.

RS-AVA-DSDL Ross/Ava Dual Safe Deposit Lock

ROSS Chubb Safe Lock
Product Overview
The ROSS Chubb Safe Lock is a generic Australian
made version of the original Chubb Lock typically
found in bank cash drawer cupboards that were sold
throughout the world. Ross has adapted its 102Series lever with its anti-impression shield for added
protection and has the same retrofit footprint to the
Chubb branded product. This product comes with a
strong high quality formed stainless steel lock case
and cap.

RS-CHUBB Ross Chubb Safe Lock

RS-MTC Ross Mortice Lock

Procurement Services
Procurement Services
Our willingness to invest in new manufacturing
methods and our patented design practices has
allowed us to maintain a presence throughout the
world. Our collaboration with local and overseas
companies has allowed us to tap into new
technologies and opportunities that allow us to also
procure solutions that have in the past been
considered difficult or simply not cost justified. Reengineering services keeps ROSS at the forefront of
business solutions.

Miscellaneous Products
ROSS is also well positioned to provide simple and
cost justified solutions to the wider business
community.

PAD-S Ross Padlock Staple

RS-LK-OPLATE Dual Lock Override Plate

Various Cover/Fascia Plates

RS-LK-3WAY Single Lock 3-Way Locking System
with Re-locker plate and handle assembly

